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Chapter 1 

The Station at the Edge of the World 

 

Scanlan Brown was wet and alone on the oil lit west bound platform of Suyetikha railway 

station. It was the most remote place he had ever been to.  Somewhere in the misty rain to 

his left he heard the whistle of the approaching train. 

As he rubbed his numbed hands together his mind played out the scene that lay ahead 

when he arrived back in London. His father and his business partners would surely be 

waiting, writ in hand, probably with a police officer ready for his arrest. He tried to 

remember where he had spent all the money. A couple of years ago two thousand pounds 

had seemed like a fortune. But the Far East had not been as economical as he had 

imagined, hotel costs and some unsuccessful investments had eroded the fortune, and 

then there was the gambling, a hobby at which he showed great passion and little talent. 

Heavily indebted and pursued by his father's agents he fled across the border to Russia 

and had decided that returning home was the better, perhaps even the noblest, option left 

to him. 

As the train emerged from the mist he looked along the platform to see that he was no 

longer alone. A porter, a stump of a man with a leathered complexion and spittle dripping 

from his mouth, had wheeled a trunk onto the platform. A moment later the owner of the 
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luggage stepped from beyond the wooden station shack to the platform. She was a young 

woman towering above the porter. 

She was wrapped neatly in warm clothing from head to foot so that only her eyes were 

visible from beneath her thick hat and scarf. She looked around the platform and glanced 

upon Scanlan's dishevelled appearance. He straightened his stained overcoat and smiled 

an acknowledgement to the woman. Although neither could possibly know, one day they 

would become man and wife. She turned away, her attention drawn to the huge steam 

engine slowing to a halt at the station.  

The almighty, deafening scream of the engine crept past the woman, then past Scanlan 

until it panted to a stop somewhere in the faded mist beyond the platform's end. 

The dark green train carriages were huge, out of scale with the small timbered station. 

Here and there the glow of gas lamps illuminated the carriage windows. 

The platform was too low for the carriages, meaning that passengers needed to step up 

the short ladder beneath each door. Scanlan reached for the door closet to him. It was 

locked. He hopped down and moved to the next. It too was locked. He continued along the 

train, door to door, carriage to carriage, every door was locked. Towards the rear of the 

platform the porter had loaded the woman's case and was now helping her to step up to 

the only open door along the whole train. 

The engine began to build up a head of steam, its beat slowly geared upward. 

Scanlan, now trying his fifth carriage jumped to the platform and hurried to the door 

where the woman had boarded. The porter was passing her hand luggage. Scanlan 

arrived at the door and began to board. After wiping saliva from his chops the porter 

pushed Scanlan away and mumbled something under his breath. 

'He says this is not your train,' said the woman helpfully. 

'You're English, thank God. I've not heard an intelligible word in two weeks,' replied 
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Scanlan as the porter pushed him again then slammed the door shut and locked it. 'Now 

listen here-' but the porter turned away repeating his mumble about the train. As he walked 

away, the train shunted forward. 

Behind the window of the closed door the voice of the woman translated again, 'he says 

yours is the next one' 

Scanlan looked up to see that the woman had taken off her scarf. For a brief moment he 

stared into her bright green eyes. 'That's not for another two days,' he shouted now striding 

to keep up with the accelerating train. 

Suddenly there was a booming American voice that seemed to drown out the roar of the 

engine. Scanlan turned to see that a door in the first carriage he had tried was now open 

and a huge bear of a man leaned out, 'In here, son. 'had the same fuckin' trouble at 

Khabarovsk. Come on, run!'. Scanlan nodded a farewell to the woman, grabbed his case 

and sprinted along the platform towards the front of the rapidly vanishing train. Behind him 

the porter, who obviously as surprised as Scanlan at the intervention of the American, 

repeated his warning and gave chase after Scanlan. 

'That as fast as you can run, son?   Come on!' shouted the American. As Scanlan 

gained on the open door he glanced up into the window of the fourth carriage where an 

obviously wealthy old woman, dressed in fine jewellery, was observing his plight. As 

Scanlan looked up into her compartment she lowered the window blind. 'You're running out 

of platform, son!'   Scanlan increased his speed, although a young man athletics had never 

been his thing. He reached the open door and hurled his suitcase towards the American 

who slid it into the carriage, 'Now jump!' he cried. Scanlan looked at the platform ahead of 

him, he had a few feet left and with each passing moment the train was getting the better 

of him and his chances of following his suitcase on board became less. 'Jump!' 

commanded the American and against all common sense Scanlan lunged towards the 
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open door. It was too late, it was beyond his reach, he tumbled towards the grinding 

wheels. Suddenly he felt himself lurching upwards, gripped by the huge paw of the 

American. Scanlan scrambled for a foothold, he found the top rung of the ladder beneath 

the door and used it to propel himself and the American into the safety of the carriage. The 

last thing he saw of Suyetikha was the panting porter shaking his head as spit bubbled 

from his mouth. 

Scanlan, his battered suitcase and the American lay in a heap in the vestibule of the 

carriage. Both men panted for breath. 

'Hope you've got a fuckin' ticket after all that?'   They broke into wild laughter. 'Harry 

Rosen's the name,' said the American by way of a more formal introduction. 

'Scanlan Brown,' replied Scanlan now standing and offering his hand to help Harry to 

his feet. 'Thanks for that just now, I don't think I'd have survived on that platform for 

another two days.' 

'Kind of a remote place to be catching a train if you don't mind be saying so.' 

'I travel a lot with my job, get to some pretty strange places,' lied Scanlan. 

'Really?  What do you do for a living, Mr Brown?' 

'Oh... Finance, mostly.' 

'Me too,' said Harry now back on his feet, 'I get your European royal families to invest in 

US stocks, then we invest around the world. Kinda nineteenth century building the 

twentieth. Just on my way from Beijing to Hamburg then on to Paris. And you, what part of 

finance are you in?' 

'Oh... Embezzlement mostly,' replied Scanlan smiling at his own private joke, 'Any idea 

where compartment six is?' 

Harry gestured along the gas lit corridor, 'Take your pick, we're the only passengers in 

this part of the train'.  
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'No, I saw a young English woman board back at the station, and there's an old woman  

a few carriages back.' 

'Like I say, we're the only passengers in this part of the train, the corridor is locked two 

carriages down from here.' 

'Locked?!' 

'Yup, just like all the outside doors. The only reason you're on board is 'cause I busted 

that lock with my Bowie knife, just in case, I don't like being locked up. 

'Three times a day they open the passage door to carry in our meals, and at all times 

there are two guards, both armed with rifles, one on either side of the door. I guess 

whatever's going on down at the back of the train, we're not invited.' 

'I guess not. No wonder the porter tried to stop me.' 

'Same thing happened to me in Khabarovsk, 'just busted my way in and refused to 

budge - that's the advantage of being a big fella, all these half arsed Easterners run 

scared, not used to real authority.' 

Scanlan picked up his suitcase and began to walk along the corridor that all the 

compartments connected on to. 'I suppose we could have a carriage each,' he joked. At 

number six he stopped and slid open the door. A chill jumped out at him. 

'You need to dry out, Brown. Say, I claimed the largest compartment, and the fire's 

blazing. Why not take the spare bunk?   We're on this thing for the next six days, I'd prefer 

some company. What do you say? ...Brown?'   Scanlan had drifted in his thoughts. 'You're 

thinking about the girl?' 

'She was hardly a girl, Harry. Besides what would a young English woman be doing out 

here, hundreds of miles from civilisation? 

'What are any of us doing out here, Brown?   We've drawn the shitty end of the stick' 

From the front of the train the engine gave out a wild, shrill whistle. Behind them, 
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beyond the guarded door, came an even louder roar.  

'Do you think she's in danger?' 

'The question you should be asking,' replied Harry, 'is are we all in danger?' 
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Chapter 2 

A Ghostly Shimmer 

 

The compartment was warm just as Harry had promised. Like the rest of the train it was 

panelled in Siberian pine. Along each side was an upholstered seat that would convert into 

beds. Near the window was a blazing wood burning stove surrounded by Scanlan Brown's 

wet clothes. In the small wash room opposite Scanlan was shaving, something he had 

never tried on a moving train before and was finding a challenge. 'So Harry, you say the 

door is guarded?' said Scanlan in a raised voice towards the half open door. 

'Oh yeah, there's no way past those two guys,' replied Harry, 'say, will you join me in a 

cigar?' 

'No thanks, so who do you think there's guarding?' 

'No idea, son. Royalty perhaps?   The guards are dressed in Russian uniforms, so 

they're not foreigners, worst luck.' 

Scanlan glided the open razor across his chin, 'Why “worst luck”?' 

'I'd just sleep easier with a few more folk on board,' said Harry bending down to the 

wood burner to light his cigar. 

'Why don't you just ask the guards whose on board?' 

'Tried that a few times already but I can't get a word out of them. Except for yesterday 

morning when the whole train gave a gigantic shudder like the back of the train had been 

hit by something. I thought we were going to jump the tracks. I ran into the corridor, when I 

got to the locked door it was open, the two guards were receiving orders from their boss. 

The shuddering kept getting stronger but the train kept movin'. I couldn't catch everything 
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the officer was saying but he was barking on about protecting the Chain of Four. Then the 

shuddering just stopped. The guards spotted me and fast-as-you-can slammed the door 

behind them.' 

During Harry's narration Scanlan had finished shaving and had joined the American in 

the main compartment. 'Chain of Four?   What is that, something to do with the train?' 

'No idea, sounds kinda mysterious to me, but I guess you're right it'll turn out to be a 

coupling or steam valve.' 

There was a tapping at the door, it slid open and a neatly dressed servant wheeled in a 

small trolley. 'Half-past eight on the nose – must be meal time,' said Harry. It seemed that 

Scanlan's arrival had been noted, the man laid out two meals on a small folding dining 

table. The servant went about his business in a brisk and efficient manner avoiding all eye 

contact. A minute later he reversed from the compartment and slid the door shut. 

Scanlan who had not eaten in three days, wolfed the meal in double quick time. The two 

men talked about their travels and adventure, with Scanlan editing out the more dubious 

aspects of his recent history. Scanlan stoked the wood burner as he listened to Harry's 

(mostly dull) tales of his global travel. Scanlan envied the man, he had travelled the world 

and proved himself. All Scanlan could claim was that he had a good time on money that 

wasn't his and would now spend the rest of his life regretting it. As he listened, Scanlan 

stared out of the window at the darkness beyond, a few lonely stars were the only signs 

that they were not in some great unending tunnel. He drifted back into the carriage where 

Harry was explaining the border controls in China, '...had ta bribe the fella's brother with a 

pocket watch and 'bacco. Still cost me a hundred dollars, but worth it in the end, eh 

Brown?' 

'Yes, yes. Absolutely...' said Scanlan without really knowing what he was agreeing to. 

'What's the matter, still worried about the girl?' 
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'No, I'm just wondering what that is...?' said Scanlan pointing past the window. Harry 

came up next to him and followed the line of his finger. After much squinting and head 

tilting Harry shrugged his shoulders. 'Look,' urged Scanlan, 'there in the trees, there's 

something following the train, look – it's a blue light'. Harry looked again and sure enough 

there was a blue glow coming from some far distant trees. 

'It could be anything,' said Harry puffing on his cigar. 

'But it's moving, keeping pace with the train. Nothing can go that fast.' 

'Except another train on another line, eh?' 

'There is no other line, this is it Trans-Siberian it's a straight run to Moscow, that's it. 

Anyway, it's weaving between the trees...' 

Harry lowered his cigar and cupped his hands to the window as blinkers to help him 

see. Sure enough the glow was snaking in-between the trees. 'I'll be damned', he said 

before suddenly remembering, '...it's a Will'o Wisp.' 

'A what?' 

'Swamp gases, methane, burning or something – I remember it from when I was a kid in 

Georgia.'   Then in a grand whoosh the glow raced deep into the forest and vanished from 

sight. 'Guess that's the end of that.' 

With the aid of a bottle of wine and some vodka the remainder of the evening passed 

pleasantly enough with both men discussing the state of the world. Harry was far more 

informed and opinionated than the exhausted Scanlan who for the most part gave his 

agreement to Harry's complex political arguments about power and finance. 'People will 

always want more, we're entering a century of greed and those of us who realise that can 

be as greedy as we like,' he laughed. 

By midnight both men were fast asleep. 
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Scanlan was woken by the low morning sun blazing through the window. He fumbled 

out of his bunk and lowered the window blind. Rubbing the sleep from his eyes he saw that 

the carriage had been cleaned and tidied. The table and food was gone and his dried 

clothes were neatly folded. In the corner the wood burner was still warm. He looked across 

to Harry's bunk. It was empty, put back to being a seat. Harry's luggage was gone too. 

Scanlan checked the wash room and was about to check the corridor when there was a 

knock at the door and the servant wheeled in a trolley containing a single breakfast. 'I'm 

looking for the American,' said Scanlan, 'have you seen him?' 

The servant made no eye contact as he poured coffee. 'The Amer-i-can,' repeated 

Scanlan. Again there was no response from the servant who had now finished his task and 

backed from the compartment. Scanlan grabbed him by the arm, 'The American?' he 

demanded. 

The servant pulled away into the corridor and pointed at Scanlan, 'only person. You, 

only person'. Before Scanlan could question him further he slid the door shut and was 

gone. Perplexed, Scanlan rubbed his chin and immediately felt two days worth of stubble.  

 


